Abstract. In this work, we address the problem of constraint conflicts while integrating the conceptual schemas of multiple autonomous databases modeled using the EntityRelationship (ER) approach. This paper presents a detailed framework to resolve three types of constraint conflicts, domain constraint conflicts, attribute constraint conflicts and relationship constraint conflicts. There are two types of domain constraint conflict, convertible and inconvertible. We distinguish two types of convertible domain constraints conflict, reversible and irreversible, and present an algorithm to resolve domain constraint conflicts. We identify six factors that can contribute to conflict in attribute constraints: imprecise constraint design, domain mismatch, incomplete information, imprecise semantics, value inconsistency and set relation between object types. In relationship constraint conflict resolution, we examine the set relation between equivalent relationship sets and the functional dependencies that hold in these relationship sets. Our conflict resolution approach does not assume that equivalent entity types or relationship sets in two schemas model exactly the same set of instances in the real world. Furthermore, our approach enforces the most precise constraints and enables the retrieval of all the data in the local databases via the integrated schema.
Introduction
Schema integration involves merging several schemas into one integrated schema. More precisely, schema integration has been defined as "the activity of integrating the schemas of existing or proposed databases into a global, unified schema" [2] . With the current research into heterogenous databases, this process plays an important role in integrating export schemas into a global schema. [8] proposes an EntityRelationship (ER) based federate4 database system where local schemas modeled in the relational, network or hierarchical models are first translated into the corresponding ER export schemas before they are integrated. In the integration of ER export schemas into a global schema, the following conflicts need to be resolved: 1. Naming conflict -Synonyms and homonyms are the two sources of naming conflicts. Renaming is a frequently chosen solution in traditional methodologies. 2. Type conflict -Same real world concept may be represented in two schemas using different modeling constructs. For example, the concept of Publisher may be modeled as an entity type in one schema and as an attribute in another schema. 3. Key conflict -Different keys may be assigned as the identifier of the same concept in different schemas. For example, attributes Ssno and Empno may be identifiers for the entity type Employee in two schemas. Given a precise known correlation (1: 1) between the two keys, this conflict is solved by asking the integrator which key to be used as the identifier in the integrated schema. 4. Constraint conflict -Two schemas may represent different constraints on the same concept. For example, an attribute Phoneno may be single-valued in one schema and multivalued in another schema. Another example involves different constraint on a relationship set such as Teach; one schema may represent it as 1:n (a course has one instructor) whereas the other schema may represent it as m:n (some courses may have more than one instructor).
Previous research has concentrated mostly on the resolution of type conflicts [ 1, 5, 6, 121 . Little attention has been paid to constraint conflicts.
[13] identifies the roles of integrity constraints in database interoperation while [l l] examines the integrity constraints that can be defined in an integrated schema. The global integrity constraints obtained can be used to optimise queries at the integrated schema level. We can reduce the average response time for global query processing by eliminating subqueries which yield empty results and formulating the global query into its optimised equivalent. Another possible use of global integrity constraints is in the validation of update transactions, preventing the formulation of subtransactions which will be rejected by the local transaction manager.
Two or more databases modeling the same real world situation, using the same data model and using the same data semantics may possess very different sets of integrity constraints based on the knowledge acquisition skills of their respective designers. We may even have conflicting constraints. This paper investigates how we can resolve the various constraint conflicts that occurs when we integrate ER schemas.
We have the following constraints in the ER model: 1. Domain (value set) constraints on the possible values that an attribute can take. 2. Attribute constraints, which specify whether an attribute of an entity type or relationship set is single-valued or multivalued. 3. Relationship constraint, which specify constraints on the participation of entity types in relationship sets.
Our approach to the resolution of these constraint conflicts is guided by the following principles: 1. Enforce the most precise constraints in the integrated schema. 2. Retrieve all the data in the local databases via the integrated schema. 
The Entity-Relationship Approach
The ER approach introduced by Chen [4] attracted considerable attention in systems modeling and database design [3, 41 . The ER concepts correspond to structures naturally occuring in information systems which enhance the ability of designers to describe accurately a universe of discourse. The integration of databases in a federated database system is best performed at the conceptual model level using the ER approach [2, lo] because it has the semantics for defining all the desirable mappings. The following algorithm resolves conflicts in domain constraints. If we have a reversible domain mismatch between two equivalent attributes, then it is immaterial which of the attributes' domain is used in the integrated schema. This is because a conversion function defines a one-to-one mapping between the attributes' domains.
Algorithm
Resolve-DomainConstraint 
Resolving Conflict in Attribute Constraints
Attribute constraints are also known as attribute cardinalities. A single-valued attribute can be 1: 1 (one-to-one) or m: 1 (many-to-one). A multivalued attribute can be 1:m (one-to-many) or m:m (many-to-many). Attribute constraint conflict occurs when two semantically equivalent attributes do not have the same cardinalities.
Conflict in attribute constraints is resolved in two phases: Phase 1. Establish whether the integrated attribute is single-valued or multivalued. Phase 2. Determine precisely which type of single-valued or multivalued cardinal&y for the integrated attribute, that is 1: 1 versus m: 1 or 1 :m versus m:m.
We identify six possible factors that can lead to inconsistency in attribute constraints. We first illustrate these factors informally using an example. A detailed and precise algorithm is given later in the section. Let 01 and 02 be two semantically equivalent object types and A be an attribute of both 01 and 02. Let 0 be the integrated object type of 0, and 0, and A be the integrated attribute of O,.A and 02.A. Suppose 01 .A is single-valued and 0z.A is multivalued. Fig. 2) . We can similarly resolve any cardinality conflicts of attributes AI and A2 should they belong to relationship sets RI and R2 of two databases respectively. Note that our approach attempts to determine the most precise constraints in the integrated schema without compromising the retrieval of information from the local databases.
Resolving Conflict in Relationship Constraints
Next we proceed to resolve conflicts in relationship constraints. These are cardinal&y constraints on the participating entity types in a relationship set which actually indicate functional dependencies in the relationship set. Conflicts in these constraints occur when the same participating entity types of a relationship set have different cardinalities in the different databases. In general, each functional dependency in a relationship set represents a cardinality constraint on its participating entity types. If the identifier of a participating entity type E of a relationship set R appears on the left hand side of a functional dependency in R, then E has a cardinality of m in R with respect to that cardinality constraint in R. Otherwise, if the identifier of E appears on the right hand side of a functional dependency in R, then E has a cardinal@ of 1 in R with respect to that cardinal@ constraint in R. There is no functional dependencies in R if the cardinal&y of each of the participating entity types in R is m. However, the cardinal&y constraint of 1: 1 between entity types A and B in a binary relationship set actually represents two functional dependencies A# -+ B# and B# + A#.
Example 3
Consider the two schemas given in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b which models the ternary relationship between student, subject and teacher. The following constraints apply in the relationship set S 1 .SJT:
1. For each subject, each student of that subject is taught by only one teacher. 2. Each teacher teaches only one subject. From the first constraint, we have {S#, J#J -+ T#. From the second constraint, we have T# + J#. These functional dependencies are reflected by the two sets of cardinal@ constraints in Sl.SJT. A dash "-" in the cardinal@ of the entity type Student means that it is not involved in the second constraint. We have no cardinality constraint or non-trivial functional dependency in the relationship set S2.SJT. That is, the cardinality of each of the participating entity types in S2.SJT is m. When we integrate these two schemas, we need to reconcile these two diffferent relationship constraints. Our resolution approach will enforce the most precise constraints in the integrated schema and enable the retrieval of all the data in the local databases via the integrated schema. We examine the set relation between these two relationship sets and the functional dependencies that hold in these relationship sets. Let Fl and F2 be the sets of functional dependencies that hold in Sl .SJT and S2.SJT respectively. F l = ( { S#, J#) + T#, T# + J#} and F2 = 0. Case 1: Sl.SJT EQUAL S2.SJT
The integrated relationship set needs to enforce all the constraints from both Sl.SJT and S2.SJT. The set of functional dependencies that hold in the integrated relationship set is Fl u F2 = {{S#, J#} + T#, T# -+ J#} which is more precise. Sl is the integrated schema. We also conclude Fl holds in S2. Case 2: SI.SJT OVERLAP (or DISJOINT) S2.SJT In order to retrieve all the data in the databases modeled by Sl and S2 via the integrated schema, the integrated relationship set needs to enforce the least restricted constraints. The set of functional dependencies in the integrated relationship set is FI + n F, + which contains no non-trivia1 functional dependencies, F+ denotes the closure of F [Maie83]. The integrated schema is S2 and there is no real constraint in the integrated relationship set. All the participating entity types in the integrated relationship set have cardinality m. Case 3: Sl.SJT SUBSET S2.SJT A relationship in Sl.SJT will need to satisfy the constraints in FI u Fq while a relationship in S2.SJT but not in Sl.SJT will need to satisfy the constraints in F2 only. Therefore, in order to retrieve all the data in the databases modeled by Sl and S2, the integrated relationship set needs to enforce the constraints in F2 only, which is the set of functional dependencies in the superset relationship set S2.SJT. The integrated schema is S2 and there is no non-trivial functional dependency in the integrated relationship set. Case 4: S2.SJT SUBSET Sl.SJT As in Case 3, the integrated relationship set contains the same set of functional dependencies as the superset relationship set. The integrated schema is S 1 and the set of functional dependencies { { S#, J#} -+ T#, T# + J#> holds in the integrated relationship set. We can also conclude that S2.SJT should have the more precise functional dependencies { { S#, J#} -+ T#, T# -+ J#} .
From the set of functional dependencies that hold in the integrated relationship set, we can obtain the cardinality constraints of the participating entity types in the relationship set. It is easy to obtain Fl u F2. However, it may not be so obvious how we can obtain the cardinalites of the participating entity types from Fl+ n Fz+. Note that we cannot simply take the intersection of F I and FT. For example, given two sets of functional dependencies Fl = (A + B, B + C} and F2 = {A + C}, then F, n F2 = 0. But Fl+ n FZf = {A + C}+.
The following proposition summarizes the resolution of relationship constraint conflicts. We assume any erroneous or imprecise constraint designs have been detected by examining the databases.
Proposition I: Let Rl and R2 be two semantically equivalent relationship sets. Let FI and F2 be sets of functional dependencies that hold in RI and R2 respectively. Let F be the set of functional dependencies that hold in the relationship set R obtained by integrating Rl and R2. Each pair of semantically equivalent participating entity types from the two schemas will be merged into an entity type in the integrated schema. Note that unlike the resolution of attribute constraint conflicts, the resolution of relationship constraint conflicts do not require us to consider factors such as domain mismatch, incomplete information, imprecise semantics and value inconsistency. This is because these factors are either not applicable or do not influence the constraint resolution.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have focused on the resolution of constraint conflicts in the integration of ER schemas. We have given a detailed framework to resolve conflicts in domain constraints, attribute constraints and relationship constraints, There ate two types of domain mismatch, convertible and inconvertible domain mismatch. We distinguished two types of convertible domain mismatch, namely reversible and irreversible domain mismatch. We gave an algorithm to resolve these domain constraint conflicts. We also distinguished three approaches to handle value inconsistency or conflict in attribute values depending on the semantics of the attributes.
In the resolution of attribute constraint conflicts, we identified six factors that could contribute to the conflict: imprecise constraint design, irreversible domain mismatch, incomplete information, imprecise semantics, value inconsistency and set relation between object types. We developed an algorithm to check for these various conflict causing factors and showed that the order of checking for these factors is important. In the resolution of relationship constraint conflicts, we examined the set relation between the equivalent relationship sets and the functional dependencies that hold in these relationship sets. Our conflict resolution approach does not assume that corresponding equivalent entity types or relationship sets in two schemas model exactly the same set of instances in the real world. Our approach enforces the most precise constraints and enables the retrieval all the data in the local databases via the integrated schema.
